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ABSTRACT

The research of my dissertation is motivated by the Circuit Double Cover Con-

jecture due to Szekeres and independently Seymour, that every bridgeless graph G

has a family of circuits which covers every edge of G twice. By Fleischner’s Splitting

Lemma, it suffices to verify the circuit double cover conjecture for bridgeless cubic

graphs.

It is well known that every edge-3-colorable cubic graph has a circuit double

cover. The structures of edge-3-colorable cubic graphs have strong connections with

the circuit double cover conjecture. In chapter two, we consider the structure prop-

erties of a special class of edge-3-colorable cubic graphs, which has an edge contained

by a unique perfect matching. In chapter three, we prove that if a cubic graph G con-

taining a subdivision of a special class of edge-3-colorable cubic graphs, semi-Kotzig

graphs, then G has a circuit double cover.

Circuit extension is an approach posted by Seymour to attack the circuit double

cover conjecture. But Fleischer and Kochol found counterexamples to this approach.

In chapter four, we post a modified approach, called circuit extension sequence. If a

cubic graph G has a circuit extension sequence, then G has a circuit double cover. We

verify that all Fleischner’s examples and Kochol’s examples have a circuit extension

sequence, and hence not counterexamples to our approach. Further, we prove that

a circuit C of a bridgeless cubic G is extendable if the attachments of all odd Tutte-

bridges appear on C consequently.

In the last chapter, we consider the properties of minimum counterexamples to

the strong circuit double cover. Applying these properties, we show that if a cubic



graph G has a long circuit with at least |V (G)| − 7 vertices, then G has a circuit

double cover.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Preliminaries and motivations

Let G be a graph with vertex set E(G) and vertex set V (G). A graph is connected

if, for any two vertices u and v, there is a path joining them. If G is not connected,

a maximal connected subgraph of G is called a component of G. An edge e of G is

called a bridge if the subgraph G − e obtained from G by deleing edge e has more

components than G. A bridgeless graph is a graph without bridges. Let u be a

vertex of G, the neighbors of u in G is a set of vertices which is adjacent to u. The

set of all neighbors of u in G is denoted by NG(u). The degree of G, denoted by

dG(u), is defined as dG(u) := |NG(u)|. If every vertex of G has the same degree

k, then G is a k-regular graph. A connected 2-regular graph is called a circuit. A

3-regular graph is also called a cubic graph. If every vertex of G has even degree,

then G is called an even graph or a cycle. A connected even graph is called an

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

eulerian graph. An even-subgraph double cover of a bridgeless graph G is a family

of even-subgraphs which cover every edge of G precisely twice. Since every even

graph can be decomposed into edge-disjoint circuits, an even-subgraph double cover

is equivalently to a circuit double cover.

The following is a well-known conjecture in graph theory due to Szekeres [46]

and Seymour [43].

Conjecture 1.1.1 (Circuit Double Cover Conjecture). Every bridgeless graph has

a circuit double cover.

The following is Fleischner’s Splitting Lemma.

Lemma 1.1.2 (Fleishner’s Splitting Lemma). Let G be a bridgeless graph. Let u be

a vertex of G and NG(u) = {v1, ..., vk} with k ≥ 4. Then there exist vi and vj such

that G− uvi − uvj + vivj is bridgeless.

By Fleischner’s Splitting Lemma, it suffice to prove that Circuit Double Cover

Conjecture holds for all cubic graphs. So in this thesis, we only concentrate on cubic

graphs.

Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph, and F be a family of circuits of G. The

coverage of e of F is defined as

CovF (e) =
∣∣{C|C ∈ F and e ∈ E(C)}

∣∣.

Define a weight function for edges of G such as

ω : E(G) → {1, 2}.
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A weight function is called an eulerian weight if the total weight of every edge

cut is even. A family F of circuits of G is a faithful circuit cover of (G,ω) if

CovF (e) = ω(e). A circuit double cover of G is a faithful cover of (G,ω) with

ω(e) = 2 for every e ∈ E(G). However, not all bridgeless cubic graph associated

with an eulerian weight has a faithful cover, for example, (P10, ω10) where P10 is

the Petersen graph and ω10 is an eulerian weight such that all edges of weight two

induce a perfect matching.

A weight ω of a bridgeless cubic graph G is a Hamiltonian weight if every faithful

cover consists of two Hamiltonian circuit of G. Let K ∆
4 be the family of all cubic

graphs generated from K4 by a series of Y → ∆ operations, i.e., replacing a vertex

by a triangle. The following conjecture provides the structure property of uniquely

edge-3-colorable cubic graph. The following is the Hamiltonian weight conjecture.

Conjecture 1.1.3 (Zhang, [54], also see [37]). Let G be 3-connected cubic graph G

having a Hamiltonian weight. Then G ∈ K ∆
4 .

The Hamiltonian weight conjecture is related to the unique edge-3-coloring con-

jecture.

Theorem 1.1.4 (Zhang, [52]). Let G be a 3-connected Petersen-minor free cubic

graph. If G has a Hamiltonian weight, then G is uniquely edge-3-colorable.

For the faithful cover problem, Seymour proved the following result.

Theorem 1.1.5 (Seymour, [43]). Let G be a edge-3-colorable cubic graph and ω be

an eulerian weight. Then (G,ω) has a faithful circuit cover.

Seymour’s result is further strengthened to Petersen-minor free graphs.
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Theorem 1.1.6 (Alspach, Goddyn and Zhang, [3]). Let G be a cubic graph without

Petersen-minor and ω be an eulerian weight. Then (G,ω) has a faithful circuit

cover.

By above theorem, every Petersen-minor free cubic graph has a circuit double

cover. The circuit double cover conjecture is also verified for other special classes of

cubic graphs.

Theorem 1.1.7 (Goddyn [20], Tarsi [47]). Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph. If G

has a Hamiltonian path, then G has a five even-subgraph double cover.

Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph. A perfect matching of G is a spanning 1-regular

subgraph, and a 2-factor of G is a spanning 2-regular subgraph. By Petersen’s theo-

rem that every bridgeless cubic graph has a perfect matching, then every bridgeless

cubic graph has a 2-factor. The minimum number of odd circuits over all 2-factors

of G is called the oddness of G.

Theorem 1.1.8 (Huck and Kochol, [27]). Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph of

oddness two. Then G has a five even-subgraph double cover.

Theorem 1.1.9 (Huck [26], Häggkvist and McGuinness [24]). Let G be a bridgeless

cubic graph of oddness four. Then G has a circuit double cover.

Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph. A cubic graph H is a spanning minor of G

if G contains a subdivision of H as a spanning subgraph. A Kotzig graph is a cubic

graph H with a 3-edge-coloring c : E(H) → Z3 such that c−1(α) ∪ c−1(β) induces a

Hamilton circuit of H for every pair α, β ∈ Z3.
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Theorem 1.1.10 (Goddyn [20], Häggkvist and Markström [22]). Let G be a bridge-

less cubic graph. If G contains a Kotzig graph as a spanning minor, then G has a

circuit double cover.

Conjecture 1.1.11 (Häggkvist and Markström, [22], Hoffmann-Ostenhof [28]). Ev-

ery cyclically 4-edge-connected cubic graph contains a Kotzig graph as a spanning

minor.

Let H be a cubic graph with a 3-edge-coloring c : E(H) → Z3 and the following

property

(∗) edges in colors 0 and µ (µ ∈ {1, 2}) induce a Hamilton circuit.

Let F be the even 2-factor induced by edges in colors 1 and 2. If, for every even

subgraph S ⊆ F , switching colors 1 and 2 of the edges of S yields a new 3-edge-

coloring having the property (∗), then each of these 2t−1 3-edge-coloring is called a

semi-Kotzig coloring where t is the number of components of F . A cubic graph H

with a semi-Kotzig coloring is called a semi-Kotzig graph.

Theorem 1.1.12 (Goddyn [20]). Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph. If G contains

a semi-Kotzig graph as a spanning minor, then G has a circuit double cover.

Let G be a cubic graph. A spanning subgraph H of G is called a frame of G if the

contracted graph G/H is an even graph. A Kotzig frame (resp. semi-Kotzig frame)

is a frame such that for every non-circuit component Hi, the suppressed graph Hi

is a Kotzig graph (resp. semi-Kotzig graph).
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Theorem 1.1.13 (Häggkvist and Markström, [22]). Let G be a bridgeless cubic

graph G. If G contains a Kotzig frame with at most one non-circuit component,

then G has a circuit double cover.

The following is the Strong Circuit Double Cover Conjecture due to Goddyn

[20].

Conjecture 1.1.14 (Strong Circuit Double Cover Conjecture). Let G be a cubic

graph and C be a given circuit. Then G has a circuit double cover containing C.

Theorem 1.1.15 (Fleischner). Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph and C be a circuit.

If G− C has at most one vertex, then G has a circuit double cover containing C.

Theorem 1.1.16 (Fleischner and Häggkvist [17]). Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph

and C be a circuit. If G−C is connected and has at most four vertices, then G has

a circuit double cover containing C.

Strong Circuit Double Cover Conjecture is open even for a bridgeless cubic graph

G and a circuit C such that G− C is two isolated vertices.

In order to use induction on proof of the circuit double cover conjecture and the

strong circuit double cover conjecture, Seymour [44] proposed the circuit extension

problem. Let C be a circuit of a cubic graph G. A circuit D is an extension of C

if V (C) ⊆ V (D) and E(C) 6= E(D). For any circuit C of a bridgeless cubic graph

G, if C has an extension, then the circuit double cover conjecture is true. However,

Fleishner [16] and Kochol [33] found some counterexamples.

Theorem 1.1.17 (Chan, Chudnovsky and Seymour, [7]). Let G be a bridgeless

cubic graph with a circuit C. If G−C has at most one odd component, then C has

an extension in G.
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1.2 Main contributions

Edge-3-colorable cubic graphs service an important role in solving the circuit double

cover conjecture. In Chapter 2, we consider some structure properties of edge-3-

colorable cubic graphs. A unique edge-3-colorable cubic graph G has the properties

that G has a unique even 2-factor. Motivated by the unique edge-3-coloring con-

jecture, we consider cubic graphs which has a unique 2-factor through two given

incident edges. Note that every bridgeless cubic graph has an exponential number

of 2-factors [10].

Theorem 1.2.1. Let G be a 3-connected cubic graph. If G has an edge contained

by a unique 2-factor through two given incident edges, then G is generated from K4

by Y → ∆-operations.

Then we further characterized cubic graphs with the properties in the above

theorem.

In Chapter 3, we consider spanning subgraphs and circuit double cover of graphs.

Theorem 1.2.2. Let G be a cubic graph. If G has a semi-Kotzig frame with at most

one non-circuit component, then G has a circuit double cover.

Theorems 1.1.10, 1.1.12 and 1.1.13 are corollaries of Theorem 1.2.2.

Theorem 1.2.3. Every cyclically 4-edge-connected cubic graph contains an edge-3-

colorable cubic graph as a spanning minor.

Theorem 1.2.4. Every 3-connected cubic graph of oddness two contains a semi-

Kotzig frame with at most one non-circuit component.
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From Theorem 1.2.4 and Theorem 1.2.2, every bridgeless cubic graph of oddness

two has a circuit double cover.

In Chapter 4, we consider circuit extension of cubic graphs. Since Seymour’s cir-

cuit extension problem has counterexamples, a modified approach, so-called circuit

extension process, is proposed. We verify that Fleischner’s and Kochol’s examples

are not counterexamples to our approach. Further, we show the following result.

Theorem 1.2.5. Let G be a cubic graph and C be a circuit of G. Let Q1, · · · , Qt

be all odd components of G − C. If every Qi has a vertex with a neighbor vi in C

such that v1v2 · · · vt is a segment of C, then C has an extension in G.

Theorem 1.2.5 generalized Theorem 1.1.17.

In Chapter 5, we consider the forbidden patterns in minimum counterexamples

of Strong Circuit Double Cover Conjecture. Applying these results, we have the

following theorem.

Theorem 1.2.6. Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph and C be a circuit of G. If G−C

has at most 7 vertices, then G has a circuit double cover.



Chapter 2

Edge-3-Colorable Cubic Graphs

2.1 Introduction

Let G be a cubic graph. If the edge set E(G) of G can be colored by three different

colors such that any two edges sharing a common end vertex have different colors,

then G is edge-3-colorable. A subset M of E(G) is called a matching of G if any two

edges in M are disjoint. A matching M is perfect if every vertex of G is incident

with exactly one edge in M . A perfect matching is also called 1-factor. An edge-

3-colorable cubic graph has 3 edge disjoint perfect matchings, which is also called

1-factorization of G. A 2-factor of a graph G is a 2-regular spanning subgraph. If

G is a cubic graph with a perfect matching M , then G−M is a 2-factor.

Theorem 2.1.1 (Petersen, [41]). Every bridgeless cubic graph has a perfect match-

ing.

9
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Edge-3-colorable cubic graphs have good properties in circuit covering [54]. And

also, if a cubic graph G containing subdivisions of some special edge-3-colorable

cubic graphs as a spanning subgraph, then G also has a circuit double cover. We

will discuss this in next chapter.

If an edge-3-colorable cubic graph has precisely one edge-3-coloring, then G is

uniquely edge-3-colorable. The smallest simple cubic graph K4 is a uniquely edge-3-

colorable cubic graph. However, K3,3 is not uniquely edge-3-colorable.

Let K ∆
4 be the family of all cubic graphs generated from K4 by a series of Y → ∆

operations, i.e., replacing a vertex by a triangle. The following conjecture provides

the structure property of uniquely edge-3-colorable cubic graph.

Conjecture 2.1.2 (Fiorini and Wilson, [11]). Let G be a unique 3-edge-colorable

cubic graph without Peterson minor. Then G ∈ K ∆
4 .

The above conjecture is known as the Unique Edge-3-Coloring Conjecture, which

is verified for plane cubic graphs by Fowler [18] by using a method similar to the

proof of the 4-Color Theorem.

The Unique Edge-3-Coloring Conjecture is related to the Hamilton Weight Con-

jecture in circuit covering of graphs. A Hamiltonian weight of a cubic graph G is

a mapping ω : E(G) → {1, 2} such that every family of circuits that covers each

edge e exactly ω(e) times consists of two Hamiltonian cycles. The following is the

Hamiltonian Weight Conjecture.

Conjecture 2.1.3 (Zhang, [54], also see [37]). Let G be 3-connected cubic graph G

having a Hamiltonian weight. Then G ∈ K ∆
4 .
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The following theorem provides a relation between the Hamiltonian weight con-

jecture and Unique edge-3-coloring conjecture.

Theorem 2.1.4 (Zhang, [52]). Let G be a 3-connected Petersen-minor free cubic

graph. If G has a Hamiltonian weight, then G is uniquely edge-3-colorable.

The Hamiltonian Weight Conjecture is verified for Petersen-minor free cubic

graphs.

Theorem 2.1.5 (Lai and Zhang, [37]). Let G be a 3-connected Petersen-minor free

cubic graph. If G has a Hamiltonian weight, then G ∈ K ∆
4 .

Let G be an edge-3-colorable cubic graph, and v be a vertex of G. The unique

edge-3-coloring property of G is equivalent to the following property:

(P1) for a vertex v of G and two edges vv1 and vv2, G has a unique even 2-factor

containing vv1 and vv2 which is a Hamiltonian circuit.

Instead of considering the unique edge-3-coloring property, it is interesting to

consider the structure properties of a cubic graph G has the following property:

(P2) for a vertex v of G and two edges vv1 and vv2, G has a unique 2-factor

containing vv1 and vv2.

In other words, a cubic graph G with property (P2) has a unique perfect matching

containing the edge incident with v and distinct to vv1 and vv2. An edge e of G is

a forcing edge if G has a unique perfect matching containing it. So a cubic graph G

with property (P2) is equivalent to G having a forcing edge.

Conjecture 2.1.2 provides some information on structure properties on 3-connected
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cubic graphs with property (P1). Here, we focus on the cubic graphs with prop-

erty (P2). We present a complete characterization for cubic graphs with property

(P2). Let GUE3C and GUPM denote the family of 3-connected cubic graphs satisfying

properties (P1), and (P2), respectively. Then we have the following relations.

Theorem 2.1.6. GUPM ( K ∆
4 ⊆ GUE3C.

2.2 Cubic graphs in GUPM

A bridge of a graph is an edge whose deletion increases the number of the compo-

nents.

Theorem 2.2.1 (Kotzig, [34]). Let G be connected and have a unique perfect match-

ing. Then G has a bridge belonging to the perfect matching.

Theorem 2.2.2 (Plesńık, [42]). Let G is an (r − 1)-edge connected graph r-regular

with an even number of vertices. Then deleting any r − 1 edges from G results a

graph with a perfect matching.

A graph G is k-extendable if G has at least 2k + 2 vertices and any set A of

k independent edges can be extended to a perfect matching; that is, there exists

a perfect matching M such that A ⊂ M . A direct corollary of Theorem 2.2.2 is

following result,

Theorem 2.2.3. Every cubic bridgeless graph G is 1-extendable.

The following theorem provides the structure properties for graphs in GUPM.
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Theorem 2.2.4. Let G be a 3-connected cubic graph. If G has a forcing edge e,

then:

(1) G ∈ K ∆
4 and hence has a unique 1-factorization;

(2) the matching of G containing e is a member of the unique 1-factorization.

Proof. Let G be a 3-connected cubic graph with a forcing edge vv′, i.e. G ∈ GUPM.

Assume vv′ is contained by a unique perfect matching M . Use induction on the

number of vertices of G to prove:

(1) G ∈ K ∆
4 ;

(2) G−M is a Hamiltonian circuit.

It is trivial if G is K4. So assume that (1) and (2) hold for for graphs G′ ∈ GUPM

with |V (G′)| < |V (G)|.

Let G′ := G − {v, v′}. Then G′ has a unique perfect matching since vv′ is a

forcing edge of G. Since G is 3-connected, G′ is connected. By Theorem 2.2.1, G′

has a bridge e′ = u1u2. Deleting e′ separates G′ into two components G′
1 and G′

2.

Assume that ui ∈ G′
i. Since G is 3-connected, both v and v′ have neighbors in G′

i,

say vi and v′i, respectively. Let Si be the edge set consisting of e′ and edges from

{v, v′} to G′
i (i = 1, 2). Let

Gi := G/(G−G′
i) for i ∈ {1, 2},

the graph obtained from G by contracting G − G′
i into a vertex and deleting all

loops. Denote the new vertex of Gi by uj where i 6= j and i, j ∈ {1, 2}. Note that

each Gi is smaller than G and the edge u1u2 is a forcing edge of Gi. Let Mi be the

perfect matching of Gi containing u1u2. Hence Mi ⊂ M and M1 ∪M2 = M .
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So by inductive hypothesis, Gi ∈ K ∆
4 for i ∈ {1, 2} and Gi−Mi is a Hamiltonian

circuit Ci of Gi. In G, let

C := C1 − {u2v1, u2v
′
1}+ C2 − {u1v2, u1v

′
2}+ v1vv2 + v′1vv′2.

It is easily seen that E(C) = E(G−M) and C is a Hamiltonian circuit of G−M .

So (2) follows. On the other hand, G/(G′
1 ∪ G′

2) is a K4. It follows that G ∈ K ∆
4 .

This completes the proof.

Now we are ready to proof Theorem 2.1.6.

Proof of Theorem 2.1.6: Let G be a 3-connected cubic graph and v be a vertex of

G. Assume {v1, v2, v3} be the neighborhood of v. Note that vv1 and vv2 is contained

by a unique 2-factor if and only if vv3 is contained by a unique perfect matching.

Hence G2-factor = GUPM.

By Theorem 2.2.4, GUPM ⊆ K ∆
4 . The relation GUPM 6= K ∆

4 can be shown by

the graphs in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Cubic graphs in K ∆
4 but not in GUPM.

Let G1, G2 ∈ GUPM. Assume ei is a forcing edge of Gi and Mi is the perfect

matching of Gi containing ei. Let u1v1 ∈ M1 and e2 = u2v2. The 2-sum of G1 and
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G2 is defined as

G1 ⊕2 G2 := G1 − {u1v1}+ G2 − {u2v2}+ {u1u2, v1v2}.

Clearly, G1⊕2G2 is a cubic graph and e1 is a forcing edge of G1⊕2G2. The following

result characterized all 2-connected cubic graphs with a forcing edge.

Theorem 2.2.5. Let G be a 2-connected cubic graph. Then G has a forcing edge if

and only if G is generated from graphs in GUPM by a series of 2-sum operations.

Proof. Necessity: Let G be a 2-connected cubic graph with a forcing edge e, and

M be the perfect matching containing e. If G is 3-connected, then G ∈ GUPM and

hence G is generated from graphs in GUPM by 2-sum operation. So assume that

G has an two edge cut S = {u1u2, v1v2}. Deleting S from G separating G into

two subgraphs, one containing u1, v1 and the other containing u2, v2 (if necessary,

relabeling the vertices). Add two new edges u1v1 and u2v2 to the two subgraphs,

respectively. Then we have two 2-connected cubic graphs G1 and G2 such that Gi

contains uivi.

Claim: S ⊂ M .

If not, by parity we have S ∩ M = ∅. Assume that G1 contains the edge e.

It follows that e uniquely determines a perfect matching of M1 of G1. For G2, by

Theorem 2.2.3, G2 has at least two different perfect matchings M2 and M ′
2 which

contain edges incident with u2 different from u2v2, respectively. So M1 ∪ M2 and

M1 ∪ M ′
2 are two different perfect matchings of G containing e, a contradiction.

Hence S ⊂ M .

If e /∈ S, assume e ∈ E(G1). Then G1 has a unique perfect matching M1
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containing e. If u2v2 is not a forcing edge of G2, then there exists two different perfect

matchings M2 and M ′
2 of G2 containing u2v2. So both M1 ∪ M2 − {u1v1, u2v2} +

{u1u2, v1v2} and M1 ∪M ′
2 − {u1v1, u2v2} + {u1u2, v1v2} are perfect matching of G

containing e, a contradiction. So u2v2 is a forcing edge of G2. By induction, G1 is

generated from graphs in GUPM by 2-sum operations. So G = G1⊕2 G2 is generated

from graphs in GUPM by 2-sum operations.

So suppose e ∈ S. Assume that e = u1u2. So u1v1 and u2v2 are forcing edges

of G1 and G− 2, respectively. Hence G = G1 ⊕2 G2. It follows that G is generated

from graphs in GUPM by 2-sum operations.

Sufficiency: Let G be a 2-connected cubic graph generated from graphs in GUPM

by a series of 2-sum operations. Use induction on the number of 2-edge-cuts of G.

Let G0 ∈ GUPM be the initial 3-connected cubic graph in the process generating G.

Then G0 has an forcing edge, say e0. Let S1, · · · , Sk be all 2-edge-cuts separating

vertices of G0 from vertices of G − G0. Let G1, · · · , Gk be all cubic graphs from

G by deleting all edges in ∪k
i=1Sk and adding new edges ei to every component

which contains vertices of V (Sk)−V (G0). By the definition of 2-sum operation and

inductive hypothesis, ei is a forcing edge of Gi. Note that e0 is a forcing edge of G0

which determines a unique perfect matching M0 of G0. And {e′1, e′2, · · · , e′k} ⊆ M0,

where e′i is an edge joining two vertices of V (Si) ∩ V (G0). So e0 is contained by a

unique perfect matching M of G, where

M = ∪k
i=0Mi − ∪k

i=1S
′
i + ∪k

i=1Si

and S ′i = {ei, e
′
i}. This completes the proof.

Theorem 2.2.4 and Theorem 2.2.5 provide characterizations for 2-connected cubic
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graphs with a forcing edge. In the following, we consider cubic graphs with bridges.

Theorem 2.2.6. Let G be a connected cubic graph with a bridge. Then G has no

forcing edge.

Proof. Let G be a cubic graph with a bridge. So G has at least two end blocks. If

G has no perfect matching, then it is clearly that G has no forcing edge. So assume

that G has a perfect matching. Suppose to the contrary, that G has an forcing edge

e0. Let e = uv be an edge separating one of the end block which does not contain

e = uv. Note that G − uv has two components G1 and G2 such that u ∈ G1 and

v ∈ G2. Let G1 and G2 be two cubic graphs from G1 and G2 by suppressing vertices

of degree two u and v, respectively. Assume that G1 the end block which does not

contain the forcing edge of G. Let eu and ev be the two edges in E(G1)−E(G) and

E(G2)− E(G).

Since |V (G1)| = |V (G1)| + 1 and |V (G1)| ≡ 0 (mod 2), |V (G1)| is odd. So e

belongs to all perfect matchings of G. Let M0 be the perfect matching containing

e0, the forcing edge of G. Then e ∈ M0. Let M ′
0 := M0 ∩E(G2). By Theorem 2.2.3,

G1 has two perfect matchings M1 and M2 avoiding the edge eu. Let M ′
1 := M1∪M ′

0

and M ′
2 := M2 ∪M ′

0. Then both M ′
1 and M ′

2 are perfect matchings of G containing

e0, a contradiction to that e0 is a forcing edge.

Let G ∈ K ∆
4 . Note that, for any edge e ∈ E(G), G− e has at least one triangle.

So the following is a direct corollary of Theorem 2.2.4, Theorem 2.2.5 and Theorem

2.2.6.

Corollary 2.2.7. Let G be a triangle-free cubic graph. Then G has no forcing edge.
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For a cubic bipartite graph G and a vertex v of G, let N(v) = {v1, v2, v3}. The

uniqueness of perfect matching containing the edge vv1 is equivalent the uniqueness

of an even 2-factor containing vv2 and vv3. So it is also equivalent to the uniqueness

of edge-3-coloring. The following result comes from Corollary 2.2.7.

Theorem 2.2.8. Let G be a cubic bipartite graph. Then G is not unique 3-edge-

colorable.

Proof. Let G be a cubic bipartite graph. Then G is triangle-free. By Corollary

2.2.7, G has no forcing edge. For any edge e ∈ E(G), G has at least two different

perfect matching M1 and M2 containing e. Note that G−Mi is an even 2-factor of

G. Let φi be an edge-3-coloring such that φ(e) = 0 if e ∈ Mi, and φ(e) = 1 or 2 if

e ∈ E(G−Mi). It follows that φ1 and φ2 are two distinct edge-3-coloring of G.

For a cubic bipartite graph G, the number of edge-3-coloring is equal to the

number of perfect matchings. By a recent result of Esperet et. al [10], every cubic

bipartite graph has exponentially many edge-3-colorings.

2.3 Kotzig graphs, 2-factor Hamiltonian graphs

Let G be a graph. A 2-factor F is a spanning 2-regular subgraph of G. A graph G is

2-factor hamiltonian if every 2-factor of G is a hamiltonian circuit of G. Examples:

K3,3, K4, the Heawood graph H, etc.

A cubic graph G is Kotzig if G has an edge-3-coloring φ : E(G) → Z3 such that

φ−1(i) ∪ φ−1(j) is a hamiltonian circuit where i, j ∈ Z3. Examples: K3,3, K4, the
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dodecahedron (20 vertices and every face is bounded by a pentagon) etc.

A cubic graph G is strong-Kotzig if, for any edge-3-coloring φ : E(G) → Z3,

φ−1(i) ∪ φ−1(j) is a hamiltonian circuit where i, j ∈ Z3. Examples: K4, K3,3 etc.

Remark. If G ∈ GUE3C, then G has precisely three hamiltonian circuits. A cu-

bic graph G with precisely three hamiltonian circuits may not be uniquely edge-3-

colorable. Examples: the generalized peterson graphs P (6k + 3, 2) with k ≥ 2.

Let

G2FH := {cubic 2-factor hamiltonian graphs};
GK := {Kotzig graphs};
GSK := {strong Kotzig graphs};
GUE3C := {uniquely edge-3-colorable graphs}.

We have

G2FH ( GSK ( GK;

and

GUE3C ( GSK.

Proofs for the inequalities: K3 × P2 ∈ GSK but K3 × P2 /∈ G2FH; the dodecahedron

is a Kotzig graph but not a strong Kotzig; K3,3 ∈ GSK but K3,3 /∈ GUE3C.

Proposition 2.3.1. G2FH ∩ GUE3C = {K4}.

Proof. Let G ∈ G2FH ∩ GUE3C. Then G is 1-extendable (i.e., every edge is contained

in a perfect matching of G) and G has precisely three perfect matchings. Note that

for a cubic 1-extendable graph, it has at least n/4 + 2 perfect matchings [38]. It

follows that n = 4. Hence G is K4.
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Let

G2FHB := {cubic 2-factor Hamiltonian bipartite graphs}.

The Heawood graph and K3,3 are cubic 2-factor Hamiltonian bipartite graphs. By

Theorem 2.2.8, GUE3C ∩ G2FHB = ∅. Abreu et al. [1] conjecture that all 2-factor

Hamiltonian bipartite cubic graphs are generated from K3,3 and the Heawood graph

by a series 3-sum operations. Let G1 and G2 be two cubic graphs. Let u ∈ V (G1)

and v ∈ V (G2). Assume N(u) = {u1, u2, u3} and N(v) = {v1, v2, v3}. The 3-sum of

G1 and G2 is defined as

G1 ⊕3 G2 := G1 − u + G2 − v + {u1v1, u2v2, u3v3}.

Conjecture 2.3.2 (Abreu et al., [1]). Every 2-factor Hamiltonian bipartite cubic

graph is generated from K3,3 and the Heawood graph by a series of 3-sum operations.

Remark. {K4, K3,3, H}⊕3 ( GSK. Since P (9, 2) ∈ GU3EC and hence P (9, 2) ∈ GSK,

but P (9, 2) /∈ {K4, K3,3, H}⊕3 .



Chapter 3

Spanning Subgraphs and CDC

3.1 Introduction

Let G be a graph with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G). A circuit of G is a

connected 2-regular subgraph. A subgraph of G is even if every vertex is of even

degree. An even subgraph of G is also called a cycle in the literatures dealing with

cycle covers of graphs [31] [30] [54]. Every even graph has a circuit decomposition. A

set C of even-subgraphs of G is an even-subgraph double cover (cycle double cover)

if each edge of G is contained by precisely two even-subgraphs in C . The Circuit

Double Cover Conjecture was made independently by Szekeres [46] and Seymour

[43].

Conjecture 3.1.1 (Szekeres [46] and Seymour [43]). Every bridgeless graph G has

a circuit double cover.

21
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It suffices to show that the Circuit Double Cover Conjecture holds for bridgeless

cubic graphs [31]. The Circuit Double Cover Conjecture has been verified for several

classes of graphs; for example, cubic graphs with Hamilton paths [47] (also see [21]),

cubic graphs with oddness two [27] and four [26, 24], Petersen-minor-free graphs [3].

A cubic graph H is a spanning minor of a cubic graph G if some subdivision

of H is a spanning subgraph of G. In [20], Goddyn showed that a cubic graph G

has a circuit double cover if it contains the Petersen graph as a spanning minor.

Goddyn’s result is further improved by Häggkvist and Markström [23] who showed

that a cubic graph G has a circuit double cover if it contains a 2-connected simple

cubic graph with no more than 10 vertices as a spanning minor.

A Kotzig graph is a cubic graph H with a 3-edge-coloring c : E(H) → Z3 such

that c−1(α) ∪ c−1(β) induces a Hamilton circuit of H for every pair α, β ∈ Z3. The

family of all Kotzig graphs is denoted by K.

Figure 3.1: The Kotzig graph K4.

Theorem 3.1.2 (Goddyn [20], Häggkvist and Markström [22]). If a cubic graph G

contains a Kotzig graph as a spanning minor, then G has a 6-even-subgraph double

cover.

By Theorem 3.1.2, any cubic graph G containing some member of K as a span-

ning minor has a circuit double cover. However, we do not know yet whether every
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3-connected cubic graph contains a member of K as a spanning minor (Conjecture

3.1.3).

According to their observations [22, 23], Häggkvist and Markström conjectured

that every 3-connected cubic graph contains a Kotzig graph as a spanning minor.

In [28], Hoffmann-Ostenhof found a counterexample for this conjecture and he sug-

gested the modified conjecture as follows.

Conjecture 3.1.3 (Häggkvist and Markström, [22], Hoffmann-Ostenhof [28]). Ev-

ery cyclical 4-edge-connected cubic graph contains a Kotzig graph as a spanning

minor.

Häggkvist and Markström [22] proposed another conjecture (Conjecture 3.3.1)

in a more general form. We will discuss this conjecture in the last section (Remark).

One of approaches to the CDC conjecture is to find a sup-family X of K such that

every bridgeless cubic graph containing a member of X as a spanning minor has a

CDC. Following this direction of approach, Goddyn [20], Häggkvist and Markström

[22] introduce some sup-families of K, named iterated-Kotzig graphs, switchable-

CDC graphs and semi-Kotzig graphs. They will be defined in next subsections and

their relations are shown in Figure 3.2.

Iterated-Kotzig graphs

Definition 3.1.4. An iterated-Kotzig graph H is a cubic graph constructed as fol-

lowing [22]: Let K0 be a set of Kotzig graphs with a 3-edge-coloring c : E(G) → Z3;

A cubic graph H ∈ Ki+1 can be constructed from a graph Hi ∈ Ki and a graph
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Figure 3.2: The inclusion relations for these four families: Kotzig graphs,

iterated-Kotzig graphs, switchable CDC graphs, Semi-Kotzig graphs.

H0 ∈ K0 by deleting one edge colored by 0 from each of them and joining the two

vertices of degree two in H0 to the two vertices of degree two in Hi, respectively

(the two new edges will be colored by 0). This operation is called 2-sum operation.

Figure 3.3: An iterated-Kotzig graph generated from two K4’s.

Theorem 3.1.5 (Häggkvist and Markström, [22]). If a cubic graph G contains an

iterated Kotzig graph as a spanning minor, then G has a 6-even-subgraph double

cover.
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Semi-Kotzig graphs and switchable-CDC graphs

Definition 3.1.6. Let G be a cubic graph with a 3-edge-coloring c : E(G) → Z3

and the following property

(∗) edges in colors 0 and µ (µ ∈ {1, 2}) induce a Hamilton circuit.

Let F be the even 2-factor induced by edges in colors 1 and 2. If, for every even

subgraph S ⊆ F , switching colors 1 and 2 of the edges of S yields a new 3-edge-

coloring having the property (∗), then each of these 2t−1 3-edge-coloring is called

a semi-Kotzig coloring where t is the number of components of F . A cubic graph

G with a semi-Kotzig coloring is called a semi-Kotzig graph. If F has at most two

components (t ≤ 2), then G is said to be a switchable-CDC graph (defined in [22]).

Figure 3.4: A semi-Kotzig graph.

Theorem 3.1.7 (Häggkvist and Markström, [22]). If a cubic graph G contains a

switchable-CDC graph as a spanning minor, then G has a 6-even-subgraph double

cover.
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An iterated-Kotzig graph has a semi-Kotzig coloring and hence is a semi-Kotzig

graph. But a semi-Kotzig graph is not necessary an iterated-Kotzig graph. For

example, the semi-Kotzig graph in Figure 3.4 is not an iterated-Kotzig graph. Hence

we have the following relations (also see Figure 3.2)

Kotzig ⊂ Iterated-Kotzig ⊂ Semi-Kotzig; (3.1)

Kotzig ⊂ Switchable-CDC ⊂ Semi-Kotzig. (3.2)

The following theorem was announced in [20] with an outline of proof.

Theorem 3.1.8 (Goddyn, [20]). If a cubic graph G contains a semi-Kotzig graph

as a spanning minor, then G has a 6-even-subgraph double cover.

The main theorem (Theorem 3.1.17) of the paper strengthens all those early

results (Theorems 3.1.2, 3.1.5, 3.1.7 and 3.1.8).

Kotzig frame, semi-Kotzig frame

A 2-factor F of a cubic graph is even if every component of F is of even length. If

a cubic graph G has an even 2-factor, then the graph G has many nice properties:

G is 3-edge-colorable, G has a circuit double cover and strong circuit double cover,

etc.

The following concepts were introduced in [22] as a generalization of even 2-

factors.

Definition 3.1.9. Let G be a cubic graph. A spanning subgraph H of G is called

a frame of G if the contracted graph G/H is an even graph.
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An alternative definition of frame can be found in [22]. For a subgraph H of G,

the suppressed graph H of H is the graph obtained from H by suppressing all degree

2 vertices.

Definition 3.1.10. Let G be a cubic graph. A frame H of G is called a Kotzig

frame (or iterated-Kotzig frame, or switchable-CDC frame, or semi-Kotzig frame) of

G if, for each non-circuit component Hi of H, the suppressed graph Hi is a Kotzig

graph (or an iterated-Kotzig graph, or a switchable-CDC graph, or a semi-Kotzig

graph, respectively).

Similar to the relations described in (3.1) and (3.2), we have the same relations

between those frames:

Kotzig frame ⊂ Iterated-Kotzig frame ⊂ semi-Kotzig frame;

Kotzig frame ⊂ Switchable-CDC frame ⊂ semi-Kotzig frame.

Theorem 3.1.11 (Häggkvist and Markström, [22]). Let G be a bridgeless cubic

graph G. If G contains a Kotzig frame with at most one non-circuit component,

then G has a 6-even-subgraph double cover.

According to their observations, they further make the following conjecture.

Conjecture 3.1.12 (Häggkvist and Markström, [22]). Every bridgeless cubic graph

with a Kotzig frame has a 6-even-subgraph double cover.

The following theorem provides a partial solution to Conjecture 3.1.12.

Theorem 3.1.13 (Zhang and Zhang, [57]). Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph. If G

contains a Kotzig frame H such that G/H is a tree if parallel edges are identified as

a single edge, then G has a 6-even-subgraph double cover.
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In [8], Cutler and Häggkvist proved that if a cubic graph G contains a frame

which has two components, one of them is a subdivision of a Kotzig graph and the

other is a subdivision of a semi-Kotzig graph, then G has a cycle double cover.

We conjecture that the result in Conjecture 3.1.12 still holds if a Kotzig frame

is replaced by a semi-Kotzig frame.

Conjecture 3.1.14. Every bridgeless cubic graph with a semi-Kotzig frame has a

6-even-subgraph double cover.

Häggkvist and Markström showed Conjecture 3.1.14 holds for iterated-kotzig

frames and switchable-CDC frames with at most one non-circuit component.

Theorem 3.1.15 (Häggkvist and Markström, [22]). Let G be a bridgeless cubic

graph G. If G contains an iterated-Kotzig frame with at most one non-circuit com-

ponent, then G has a 6-even-subgraph double cover.

Theorem 3.1.16 (Häggkvist and Markström, [22]). Let G be a bridgeless cubic

graph G. If G contains a switchable-CDC frame with at most one non-circuit com-

ponent, then G has a 6-even-subgraph double cover.

The following theorem is the main result of the paper, which verifies that Con-

jecture 3.1.14 holds if a semi-Kotzig frame has at most one non-circuit component.

Since Kotzig graphs, iterated-Kotzig graphs are semi-Kotzig graphs but not vice

verse, Theorems 3.1.2, 3.1.5, 3.1.7, 3.1.8, 3.1.11, 3.1.15 and 3.1.16 are corollaries of

our result. The proof of the theorem will be given in Section 2.

Theorem 3.1.17. Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph. If G contains a semi-Kotzig

frame H with at most one non-circuit component, then G has a 6-even-subgraph

double cover.
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3.2 Proof of Theorem 3.1.17

The following well-known fact will be applied in the proof of the main theorem

(Theorem 3.1.17).

Lemma 3.2.1. If a cubic graph has an even 2-factor F , then G has a 3-even-

subgraph double cover C such that F ∈ C .

Definition 3.2.2. Let H be a bridgeless subgraph of a cubic graph G. A mapping

c : E(H) → Z3 is called a parity 3-edge-coloring of H if, for each vertex v ∈ H and

each µ ∈ Z3,

|c−1(µ) ∩ E(v)| ≡ |E(v) ∩ E(H)| (mod 2).

It is obvious that if H itself is cubic, then a parity 3-edge-coloring is a proper

3-edge-coloring (traditional definition).

Preparation of the proof. Let H0 be the component of H such that H0 is a

subdivision of a semi-Kotzig graph and each Hi, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, be a circuit component

of H of even length. Let M = E(G)− E(H), and H∗ = H −H0.

Given an initial semi-Kotzig coloring c0 : E(H0) → Z3 of H0, then F0 = c−1
0 (1)∪

c−1
0 (2) is a 2-factor of H0 and c−1

0 (0) ∪ c−1
0 (µ) is a Hamilton circuit of H0 for each

µ ∈ {1, 2}.

The semi-Kotzig coloring c0 of H0 can be considered as an edge-coloring of H0:

each induced path is colored with the same color as its corresponding edge in H0

(note, this edge-coloring of H0 is a parity 3-edge-coloring, which may not be a proper

3-edge-coloring).
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The strategy of the proof is to show that G can be covered by three subgraphs

G(0, 1), G(0, 2) and G(1, 2) such that each G(α, β) has a 2-even-subgraph cover

which covers the edges of M ∩E(G(α, β)) twice and the edges of E(H)∩E(G(α, β))

once. In order to prove this, we are going to show that the three subgraphs G(α, β)

have the following properties:

(i) the suppressed cubic graph G(α, β) is 3-edge-colorable (so that Lemma 3.2.1

can be applied to each of them);

(ii) c−1
0 (α) ∪ c−1

0 (β) ⊆ G(α, β) for each pair α, β ∈ Z3;

(iii) The even subgraph H∗ has a decomposition, H∗
1 and H∗

2 , each of which is an

even subgraph, (here, for technical reason, let H∗
0 = ∅), such that H∗

α∪H∗
β ⊆ G(α, β),

for each {α, β} ⊂ Z3;

(iv) each e ∈ M = E(G) − E(H) is contained in precisely one member of

{G(0, 1), G(0, 2), G(1, 2)};

(v) and most important, the subgraph c−1
0 (α) ∪ c−1

0 (β) ∪ H∗
α ∪ H∗

β in G(α, β)

corresponds to an even 2-factor of G(α, β).

Can we decompose H∗ and find a partition of M = E(G)−E(H) to satisfy (v)?

One may also notice that the initial semi-Kotzig coloring c may not be appropriate.

However, the color-switchability of the semi-Kotzig component H0 may help us to

achieve the goal. The properties described above in the strategy will be proved in

the following claim.

We claim that G has the following property:
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(∗) There is a semi-Kotzig coloring c0 of H0, a decomposition {H∗
1 , H

∗
2} of H∗ and

a partition {N(0,1), N(0,2), N(1,2)} of M such that, let C(α,β) = c−1
0 (α) ∪ c−1

0 (β),

(1) for each µ ∈ {1, 2}, C(0,µ)∪H∗
µ corresponds to an even 2-factor of G(0, µ) =

G[C(0,µ) ∪H∗
µ ∪N(0,µ)], and

(2) C(1,2)∪H∗ corresponds to an even 2-factor of G(1, 2) = G[C(1,2) ∪H∗ ∪N(1,2)].

Proof of (∗). Let G be a minimum counterexample to (∗). Let c : E(H) → Z3 be

a parity 3-edge-coloring of H such that

(1) the restriction of c on H0 is a semi-Kotzig coloring, and

(2) E(H∗) ⊆ c−1(1) ∪ c−1(2) (a set of mono-colored circuits).

Let

F = c−1(1) ∪ c−1(2) = E(H)− c−1(0).

Partition the matching M as follows. For each edge e = xy ∈ M , xy ∈ M(α,β)

(α ≤ β and α, β ∈ Z3) if x is incident with two α-colored edges and y is incident

with two β-colored edges. So, the matching M is partitioned into six subsets:

M(0,0),M(0,1),M(0,2),M(1,1),M(1,2) and M(2,2).

Note that this partition will be adjusted whenever the parity 3-edge-coloring is

adjusted.

Claim 1. M(0,µ) ∩G[V (H0)] = ∅, for each µ ∈ Z3.

Suppose that e = xy ∈ M(0,µ) where x is incident with two 0-colored edges of

H0. Then, in the graph G− e, the spanning subgraph H retains the same property
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as itself in G. Since G− e is smaller than G, G− e satisfies (∗): H0 has a semi-

Kotzig coloring c0 and M − e has a partition {N(0,1), N(0,2), N(1,2)} and H∗ has a

decomposition {H∗
1 , H

∗
2}. In the semi-Kotzig coloring c0, without loss of generality,

assume that y subdivides a 1-colored edge of H0. For the graph G, add e into

N(0,1). This revised partition {N(0,1), N(0,2), N(1,2)} of M and the resulting subgraphs

G(α, β) satisfy (∗). This contradicts that G is a counterexample.

Since c−1(0) ⊆ H0 (each component of H − H0 = H∗ is mono-colored by 1

or 2), for every edge e ∈ M(0,µ) (µ ∈ {1, 2}), by Claim 1, the edge e has one

endvertex incident with two 0-colored edges of H0 and its another endvertex belongs

to V (H −H0) = V (H∗). That is,

M(0,0) = ∅, and M(0,1) ∪M(0,2) ⊆ E(H0, H
∗).

Let

G′ = G−M(0,1) −M(0,2).

Then E(G′/F ) ⊆ M(1,1) ∪M(1,2) ∪M(2,2).

Claim 2. The graph G′/F is acyclic.

Suppose to the contrary that G′/F contains a circuit Q (including loops). In the

graph G− E(Q), the spanning subgraph H retains as a semi-Kotzig frame.

Then the smaller graph G− E(Q) satisfies (∗): H0 has a semi-Kotzig coloring

c0, and M − E(Q) has a a partition {N(0,1), N(0,2), N(1,2)}, and H∗ has a decom-

position {H∗
1 , H

∗
2}. So add all edges of E(Q) into N(1,2). This revised partition

{N(0,1), N(0,2), N(1,2)} of M and its resulting subgraphs G(α, β) also satisfy (∗) since
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C(1,2)∪H∗ corresponds to an even 2-factor of G(1, 2) = G[C(1,2) ∪H∗ ∪N(1,2)]. This

is a contradiction. So Claim 2 follows.

By Claim 2, each component T of G′/F is a tree. Along the tree T , we can

modify the parity 3-edge-coloring c of H as follows:

(∗∗) properly switch colors for some circuits in F so that every edge of T is incident

with four same colored edges.

Note that Rule (∗∗) is feasible by Claim 2 since G′/F is acyclic. Furthermore,

under the modified parity 3-edge-coloring c, M(1,2) = ∅. So

M = M(0,1) ∪M(0,2) ∪M(1,1) ∪M(2,2).

The colors of all Hi’s (i ≥ 1) give a decomposition {H∗
1 , H

∗
2} of H∗ where H∗

µ consists

of all circuits of H∗ mono-colored by µ for µ = 1 and 2.

Let

G′′ = G/H

where E(G′′) = M . Then G′′ is even since H is a frame. For a vertex w of G′′

corresponding to a component Hi with i ≥ 1, there is a µ ∈ {1, 2} such that all

edges incident with w belong to M(0,µ) ∪M(µ,µ). Define

N(0,µ) = M(0,µ) ∪M(µ,µ)

for each µ ∈ {1, 2}, and

N(1,2) = M(1,2) = ∅.

Hence, a vertex of G′′ corresponding to Hi with i ≥ 1 either has degree in G′′[N(0,µ)]

the same as its degree in G′′ or has degree zero (by Rule (∗∗)). So every vertex of
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G′′[N(0,µ)] which is different from the vertex corresponding to H0 has even degree.

Since every graph has even number of odd-degree vertices, it follows that G′′[N(0,µ)]

is an even subgraph.

For each µ ∈ {1, 2}, let G(0, µ) = N(0,µ) ∪ (c−1(0) ∪ c−1(µ)). Since G′′[N(0,µ)] is

an even subgraph of G′′, the even subgraph c−1(0) ∪ c−1(µ) corresponds to an even

2-factor of G(0, µ). And let G(1, 2) = F = c−1(1) ∪ c−1(2) (here, N(1,2) = ∅). So G

has the property (∗), a contradiction. This completes the proof of (∗).

Proof of Theorem 3.1.17. Let G be a graph with a semi-Kotzig frame. Then

G satisfies (∗) and therefore is covered by three subgraphs G(α, β) (α, β ∈ Z3 and

α < β) as stated in (∗).

Applying Lemma 3.2.1 to the three graphs G(α, β), each G(0, µ) has a 2-even-

subgraph cover C(0,µ) which covers the edges of C(0,µ) ∪ H∗
µ once and the edges in

N(0,µ) twice, and G(1, 2) has a 2-even-subgraph cover C(1,2) which covers the edges

of C(1,2) ∪ H∗ once and the edges in N(1,2) twice. So
⋃

C(α,β) is a 6-even-subgraph

double cover of G. This completes the proof.

3.3 Spanning subgraphs of cubic graphs

In this section, we consider the spanning subgraphs in cubic graphs. In [22],

Häggkvist and Markström proposed another conjecture which strengthens Theo-

rems 3.1.2, 3.1.5 and 3.1.8 as follows.

Conjecture 3.3.1 (Häggkvist and Markström, [22]). If a cubic bridgeless graph

contains a connected 3-edge-colorable cubic graph as a spanning minor, then G has
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a 6-even-subgraph double cover.

In fact, Conjecture 3.3.1 is equivalent to that every bridgeless cubic graph has a

6-even-subgraph double cover. It can be shown that the condition in Conjecture 3.3.1

is true for all cyclically 4-edge-connected cubic graphs.

Theorem 3.3.2. Let G be a cyclically 4-edge-connected cubic graph. Then G con-

tains a connected edge-3-colorable cubic graph as a spanning minor.

Proof. Let G be a cyclically 4-edge-connected cubic graph. By the Matching Polytop

Theorem of Edmonds [9], G has a 2-factor F such that G/F is 4-edge-connected. By

Tutte & Nash-Williams Theorem ([40, 49]), G/F contains two edge-disjoint spanning

trees T1 and T2. By a theorem of Itai and Rodeh ([29]), T1 contains a parity subgraph

P of G/F . After suppressing all degree two vertices of G − P , the graph G− P is

3-edge-colorable and connected since G/F −P is even and T2 ⊂ G/F −P . So every

cyclically 4-edge-connected cubic graph does contain a connected 3-edge-colorable

cubic graph as a spanning minor.

Theorem 3.3.3. Let G be a 3-connected cubic graph of oddness two. Then G has

an iterated-Kotzig frame with only one non-circuit component.

Proof. Let G be a 3-connected cubic graph of oddness two. Then G has a 2-factor

F such that F has precisely two odd circuits. Consider the graph G/F which is

obtained from G by contracting all circuits of F and deleting all loops, i.e., a vertex

w in G/F is corresponding to a circuit Cw in F . So dG/F (w) ≡ |E(Cw)| (mod 2).

Since F has precisely two odd circuits, G/F has only two vertices of odd degree,

say u and v. By the parity, u and v belong to the same one component which G is
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2-connected, G/F is 2-edge-connected. So it suffices to prove that G is 2-connected.

In fact, we prove the following slightly stronger result.

(∗) If G is a 3-connected cubic graph of oddness two. Then G has an

iterated-Kotzig frame H with only one non-circuit component Q which

satisfies:

(1) Q is generated from 3K2, K4 and 3-prism by 2-sum operations;

(2) each generating element K4 or 3-prism is corresponding to a cut-

vertex of G/F .

Let P1 and P2 be two edge disjoint two path joining u and v such that P1∩P2 as

small as possible. Use induction on |V (P1) ∩ V (P2)|. If |V (P1) ∩ V (P2)| = 0, then

P1 ∪ P2 is a circuit of G/F . Let Q be a subgraph of G consisting of all edges of all

the circuits corresponding to vertices on P1∪P2 and all edges in E(P1)∪E(P2). The

H is a graph obtained from 3K2 by series of 2-sum operations along the edges with

same color (color edges of 3K2 properly). Hence H is an iterated-Kotzig graph. So

in the following, assume V (P1) ∩ V (P2) 6= ∅.

Let w ∈ V (P1) ∩ V (P2). By the minimality of P1 ∩ P2, w is a cut-vertex of G.

Let G1 and G2 be two subgraphs of G/F such that G1 ∩G2 = w. Let Fi ⊂ F such

that a circuit of Fi is corresponding to a vertex of Gi. Let Ĝi be the cubic graph

such that Ĝi/Fi = Gi for i = 1, 2. Then every Ĝi is oddness-two cubic graph. By

inductive hypothesis, Ĝi satisfies (∗). Let Qi be the non-circuit component of Gi.

Since w is not a cut-vertex of Ĝi, in Qi, w is corresponding to a 3K2. The edge

used by 2-sum operation denoted by ei (i = 1, 2). If e1 and e2 are crossing (the ends

of e1 and e2 cross on the circuit Cw), then let Q be the graph by attaching Q1 and
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Q2 along Cw. Then the vertex w is corresponding to a K4 in Q since e1 and e2 are

crossing. If e1 and e2 are not crossing, there exist and edge e such that e is crossing

with both e1 and e2 since G is 3-connected. Then let Q be the graph obtained by

attaching Q1 and Q2 along Cw plus the edge e. And the vertex w is corresponding

to a 3-prism in Q. This completes the proof.



Chapter 4

Circuit Extension

4.1 Introduction

Let G be a bridgeless graph. A subgraph of G is even if every vertex is of even

degree. A circuit of G is a connected 2-regular graph. The following is the well-

known Circuit Double Cover Conjecture.

Conjecture 4.1.1 ([29], [43], [46], [50]). Every bridgeless graph G has a family of

circuits that covers every edge precisely twice.

Circuit Double Conjecture has been verified for K5-minor-free graphs, Petersen-

minor-free graphs [3] and graphs with specific structures such as Hamiltonian path

[47], small oddness ([27], [24], [26]) and spanning subgraphs ([20], [22], [23], [51] etc).

It suffices to show that the Circuit Double Cover Conjecture holds for cubic graphs

[31]. The Circuit Double Cover Conjecture is strengthened to the Strong Circuit

38
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Double Cover Conjecture as the following.

Conjecture 4.1.2 (Seymour, see [13] p. 237, [14], also see [20])). Let G be a

bridgeless cubic graph and C be a circuit of G. Then G has a circuit double cover

which contains C.

The Strong Circuit Double Cover Conjecture is related to the Sabidussi’s Com-

patibility Conjecture which asserts that if T is an eulerian trail of an eulerian graph

G of minimum degree at least 4, there exists a circuit decomposition D of G such that

no transition of T is contained in any element of D . The Sabidussi’s Compatibility

Conjecture is equivalent to the following circuit cover version.

Conjecture 4.1.3 (Sabidussi and Fleischner [12], and Conjecture 2.4 in [4] p. 462).

Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph and C be a dominating circuit of G. Then G has

a circuit double cover which contains C.

There are few partial results known for Conjecture 4.1.2 and Conjecture 4.1.3.

It is well-known that 3-edge-colorable cubic graphs satisfy Conjecture 4.1.2 and

Conjecture 4.1.3. The following result is obtained by Fleischner.

Theorem 4.1.4 (Fleischner [15], also see [17]). Let G be a cubic graph with a

circuit C such that G − V (C) has only one vertex. Then G has a circuit double

cover containing C.

One way to attack these conjectures is circuit extension. This idea was first

proposed by Seymour (see [16] and [33]). Given a circuit C of a bridgeless graph

G, a circuit D is called an extension of C if V (C) ⊆ V (D) and E(D) 6= E(C). If

C has an extension in G, the pair (G,C) is extendable. The following is a problem

proposed by Seymour.
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Problem 4.1.5. Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph and C be a circuit. Is (G,C)

extendable?

If the answer of the Problem 4.1.5 is yes, then Conjectures 5.1.1, 4.1.2 and

4.1.3 will follow [54]. However, Fleischner [16] constructed a counterexample to

Problem 4.1.5 and answered Seymour’s problem negatively. After that, Kochol [33]

constructed a infinite family of cyclic 4-edge-connected cubic graphs G with circuits

C such that (G,C) is not extendable. But it is still interesting to ask which cubic

graphs have the circuit extension property.

Let G be a cubic graph and C be a circuit of G. Each component B of G−E(C)

is called a Tutte-bridge of C. A vertex in B ∩ C is called an attachment of B on C.

A chord of C is a trivial Tutte-bridge. The order of B is the number of vertices in

B − V (C). A Tutte-bridge is odd if its order is odd.

Theorem 4.1.6 (Fleischner [15]). Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph and C be a

circuit of G. If C has only one non-trivial Tutte-bridge, then (G,C) is extendable.

Theorem 4.1.7 (Chan, Chudnovsky and Seymour [7]). Let G be a bridgeless cubic

graph and C be a circuit of G. If C has only one odd Tutte-bridge, then (G,C) is

extendable.

In this paper, the above results are further generalized as the following, and

Theorems 4.1.6 and 4.1.7 are direct corollaries of Theorem 4.1.8.

Theorem 4.1.8. Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph and C be a circuit of G. If each

odd Tutte-bridge Qi (1 ≤ i ≤ t) of C has an attachment vi such that vivi+1 ∈ E(C)

for 1 ≤ i ≤ t− 1, then (G,C) is extendable.
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4.2 Proof of Theorem 4.1.8

Let G be a cubic graph and M be a set of edges of G. Let G−M be the subgraph

of G obtained from G by deleting all edges in M . The suppressed graph G−M is

a graph obtained from G −M by suppressing all vertices of degree two. If M is a

matching, G−M is a cubic graph. If M has only one edge e, we use G − e and

G− e instead.

The following theorem will be used in the proof of the main theorem.

Theorem 4.2.1 (Smith’s Theorem, [48]). Let G be a cubic graph. Then every edge

of G is contained by even number of Hamiltonian circuits.

Now, we are ready to prove the main theorem.

Proof of Theorem 4.1.8. Suppose that (G,C) is a minimum counterexample

with |E(G)| is as small as possible. Let Q1, ..., Qt be all odd Tutte-bridges of C such

that each Qi has an attachment vi and vivi+1 ∈ E(C) for i = 1, ..., t.

(1) For any edge e ∈ E(G) \ E(C), G− e is bridgeless.

If not, assume that e = uv ∈ E(G) \E(C) satisfies G− e has a bridge e′ = u′v′.

Clearly, e is not a chord of C and so is e′. Then G− {e, e′} has two components Q

and Q′. Without loss of generality, assume that C ⊆ Q and u, u′ ∈ Q. By parity,

Q′ is not an odd Tutte-bridge. Let G′ be the new cubic graph obtained from Q by

adding a new edge uu′. Note that each Qi is still an odd Tutte-bridge of C in G′ and

vivi+1 is still an edge of C in G′. Since |E(G′)| < |E(G)|, (G′, C) is extendable. Let
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D be an extension of C in G′. If D does not contain uu′, then D is also an extension

of C in G, a contradiction. If D contains uu′, then D − uu′ + {e, e′} + Pvv′ is an

extension of C in G, where Pvv′ is a path of Q′ joining v and v′, a contradiction.

The contradiction implies that G− e is bridgeless.

(2) Every non-trivial Tutte-bridge Q acyclic.

Suppose to the contrary that C has bridge Q such that Q is not isomorphic to

K1,3. If Q has a circuit, let e = uv be an edge on the circuit. Then the order of Q− e

has the same parity as the order of Q. By (1), G− e is bridgeless. Note that the

odd Tutte-bridges of C in G− e have the same property as the odd Tutte-bridges of

C in G. Since |E(G− e)| < |E(G)|, C has an extension D in G− e. Let D′ be the

corresponding circuit of D in G, which is an extension of C in G, a contradiction.

(3) The circuit C is dominating.

By (2), every non-trivial Tutte-bridge is a tree. We are to show every non-trivial

Tutte-bridge is K1,3. Choose a leaf v of Q − V (C) such that v /∈ N(vi) for all

1 ≤ i ≤ t. And let e = uv be an edge of Q−V (C). Then Q−e has two components,

Q1 and Q2: (i) u, vi ∈ V (Q1) and |V (Q1)| ≡ |V (Q)| (mod 2); (ii) v ∈ V (Q2) and Q2

is a chord (joining two vertices of N(v)∩V (C)). By (1), G− e is bridgeless and the

odd Tutte-bridges of C in G− e have the same property as the odd Tutte-bridges of

C in G. Note that |E(G− e)| < |E(G)|. Hence C has an extension D in G− e. So

the corresponding circuit D′ of D in G is an extension of C in G, a contradiction.

The contradiction implies that Q− V (C) has no edges. Since G is cubic, Q− V (C)

is an isolated vertex. Hence Q is isomorphic to K1,3.
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(4) The final step.

By (3), G has only odd Tutte-bridges Q1, ..., Qt and each Qi has only one vertex

xi which is not on C. Note that vi is an attachment of Qi. So xivi ∈ E(Qi). Let

M := {xivi|i = 1, ..., t}. Then the suppressed circuit C ′ of C is a Hamiltonian

circuit of G−M , and the path v−1 v1v2 · · · vtv
+
t of C is corresponding to an edge

v−1 v+
t in G−M . By Smith’s Theorem (Theorem 4.2.1), the edge v−1 v+

t is contained

in another Hamilton circuit D′ which is an extension of C ′ in G−M . Let D be

the circuit of G which is corresponding to D′. Then D is an extension of C in G, a

contradiction. This completes the proof.

4.3 Circuit extension and circuit double cover

Circuit extension of graphs is an approach to solve the Circuit Double Cover Con-

jecture. The following proposition shows a strong relation between circuit extension

of graphs and the Circuit Double Cover Conjecture.

Proposition 4.3.1 (Kahn, Robertson and Seymour [32], also see [7], [44], [45]).

If Problem 4.1.5 is true for every circuit of all 2-connected cubic graphs, then the

Circuit Double Cover Conjecture is true.

Proposition 4.3.1 can be proved by recursively applying Problem 4.1.5 as follows:

• Let G0 := G and C0 be a circuit of G;

• Find a C0-extension C1 in G and let G1 := G0 − (E(C0)− E(C1));
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• · · ·

• Find a Ci−1-extension Ci in Gi−1 and let Gi := Gi−1 − (E(Ci−1)− E(Ci));

• · · ·

• Until Gt−1 − (E(Ct−2)− E(Ct−1)) is a circuit, denoted by Ct.

This process is called a circuit-extension process with the output

{C0, · · · , Ct}

which is called an extension sequence of C0.

Proposition 4.3.1 can be restated as follows.

Proposition 4.3.2. Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph and C0 be a given circuit of

G. If, for every bridgeless subgraph H of G, Problem 4.1.5 is true for the suppressed

cubic graph H, then G has a circuit double cover

{C0, C0 4 C1, · · · , Ct−1 4 Ct, Ct}.

However, Problem 4.1.5 is not true in general: counterexamples (G,C0) exist

(see [16, 33], also Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2). That is, for some graphs G, there is a

circuit C0 which does not have an extension sequence.

Without specifying the initial circuit C0, we suggest a modified approach as

follows:

Problem 4.3.3. For a given graph G, is there a circuit C0 which has an extension

sequence?
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Figure 4.1: Fleischner’s counterexample.

With the same argument as Proposition 4.3.2, Problem 4.3.3 implies the Circuit

Double Cover Conjecture. For Problem 4.1.5, Fleischner and Kochol discovered

some counterexamples. We further verify that they are not counterexamples for

Problem 4.3.3 in the following two propositions.

Proposition 4.3.4. Fleischner’s counterexample (see Figure 4.1) has a circuit C0

such that the circuit-extension process can be carried out.

Proof. Let G be Fleischner’s counterexample as shown in Figure 4.1. Let H be a

bridgeless subgraph of G and let wu1 · · ·uαv be a path of H such that u1, ..., uα are

vertices of degree two in H. In H, the path wu1 · · ·uαv is corresponding to an edge

which is denoted by w(u1 · · ·uα)v.

The proposition can be proved as follows,
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(1) C0 = v0v1v2v3v4v0, and C1 = v0v1v5v6v7v2v3v4v0;

(2) C1 has an extension C2 = v0v1v5v6v7v8v16v15v11v12v3v4v0 in

G1 = G− v1v2;

(3) C2 has an extension C3 = v5(v1)v0v4v6v7v8v16v15v11v12v5 in

G2 = G1 − v7(v2)v3;

(4) C3 has an extension C4 = v5(v1)v0v13v14v9v8v16v15v11v12v5 in

G3 = G2 − {v5v6, v12(v3)v4};

(5) C4 has an extension C5 = v11v10v17v13v14v9v8v16v15v11 in

G4 = G3 − v0(v4v6v7)v8;

(6) C5 has an extension C6 = v15v16v17v10v9v14v15 in

G5 = G4 − v13(v0v1v5v12)v11;

(7) C7 = G5 − {v10(v11)v15, v17(v13)v14, v9(v8)v16} is a circuit.

Hence {C0, C1, ..., C7} is a desired extension sequence of C0. This completes the

proof.

Proposition 4.3.5. Kochol’s counterexample (see Figure 4.2) has a circuit C0 such

that the circuit-extension process can be carried out.

An outline of the proof of this proposition is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The

circuits in the extension sequence are in bold lines. The circuit in the bottom graph

is a Hamilton circuit. So Smith’s Theorem guarantees that the circuit-extension

process can be carried out.
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Figure 4.2: Kochol’s counterexample and circuit-extension process.
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4.4 Remarks

Because of the existence of counterexamples to Problem 4.1.5, the circuit-extension

process may not be carried out to the end: the process stops when Ci−1 has no

extension in Gi−1. We propose a modification of the circuit-extension process with

the following additional requirements:

(1) The initial circuit C0 is not given, and is a shortest circuit in G.

(2) Among all extensions of Ci−1 in Gi−1, we choose a shortest one to be Ci.

And we conjecture that the modified circuit-extension process can be carried out

to the end.



Chapter 5

Circumference

5.1 Introduction

Let G be a bridgless graph. A subgraph of G is even if every vertex is of even degree.

A circuit of G is a connected 2-regular graph. The following is the well-known Circuit

Double Cover Conjecture.

Conjecture 5.1.1 (CDCC, Sezekers [46], Seymour [43]). Every bridgeless graph G

has a circuit double cover.

Circuit Double Conjecture has been verified for K5-minor-free graphs, Petersen-

minor-free graphs and graphs with specific structures such as hamiltonian path,

small oddness and spanning subgraphs.

Given a circuit C of a bridgeless graph G, a circuit D is called an extension of

C if V (C) ⊆ V (D). A circuit C is stable if it has no extension in G. In order to

49
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apply the induction to prove above conjectures, Seymour asked if any circuit C of

a bridgeless graph G has an extension. If the answer is yes, then above conjectures

follow. However, Fleischner construct a counterexample to Seymours’ question.

After that, Kochol constructed infinitely cyclic 4-edge-connected cubic graphs which

have stable circuits. Even through there are counterexamples to Seymour’s question,

people proposed the following conjecture which is much stronger than CDCC.

It suffices to show that the Circuit Double Cover Conjecture holds for cubic

graphs. The Circuit Double Cover Conjecture is strengthened to be the Fixed Circuit

Double Cover Conjecture.

Conjecture 5.1.2 (SCDCC, Seymour, see [13] p. 237, [14], also see [20])). Let G

be a bridgeless cubic graph and C be a circuit of G. Then G has a circuit double

cover which contains C.

The Fixed Circuit Double Cover Conjecture is related to the Sabidussi’s Compat-

ibility Conjecture which asserts that if T is an eulerian trail of an eulerian graph G

of minimum degree at least 4, there exists a circuit decomposition D of G such that

no transition of T is contained in any element of D . The Sabidussi’s Compatibility

Conjecture is equivalent to the following version.

Conjecture 5.1.3. Let G be a bridgeless graph and C be a dominating circuit of

G. Then G has a circuit double cover which contains C.

There are few partial results known for Conjecture 5.1.2 and Conjecture 5.1.3.

It is well-known that 3-edge-colorable cubic graphs satisfy Conjecture 5.1.2 and

Conjecture 5.1.3. The following result is obtained by Fleischer.
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Theorem 5.1.4 (Fleischer). Let G be a cubic graph with a circuit C such that G−C

has only one vertex. Then G has a circuit double cover containing C.

However, Conjecture 5.1.3 remains open even for cubic graphs G with a circuit

C such that |G−C| = 2. Recently, Fleischner and Häggkivst obtained the following

theorem.

Theorem 5.1.5 (Fleischer and Häggkivst, [17]). Let G be a cubic graph and C be

a circuit of G. If G − C is connected and has at most four vertices, then G has a

CDC containing C.

In this paper, we show that if a cubic graph G with circumference at least n− 7,

then G has a circuit double cover where n is the number of vertices of G.

Theorem 5.1.6. Let G be a 2-connected cubic graph. If G has a circuit C such

that |G− C| ≤ 7, then G has a circuit double cover containing C.

5.2 Faithful cover and circuit chain

Let G be a 2-connected cubic graph. Let F be a family of circuits of G. The

coverage of e by F is defined as

CovF (e) =
∣∣{C|C ∈ F and e ∈ E(C)}

∣∣.

Now define a weight function for edges of G such as

ω : E(G) → {1, 2}.
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A weight function is called an eulerian weight if the total weight of every edge cut

is even. A family F of circuits of G is a faithful cover of (G,ω) if CovF (e) = ω(e).

A circuit double cover of G is a faithful cover of (G,ω) with ω(e) = 2 for every

e ∈ E(G).

In the language of faithful cover, the strong circuit double cover conjecture can

be restated as the following.

Conjecture 5.2.1 (SCDCC, Seymour, see [13] p. 237, [14], also see [20])). Let G

be a bridgeless cubic graph and ω : E(G) → {1, 2} be an eulerian weight. If Eω=1

induces a circuit C, then (G,ω) has a faithful cover.

Theorem 5.2.2 (Seymour, [43]). Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph and ω : E(G) →
{1, 2} be an eulerian weight. If G is 3-edge-colorable, then (G,ω) has a faithful cover.

The above theorem was generalized to Petersen-minor free graphs by Alspach

and Zhang as the following.

Theorem 5.2.3 (Alspach and Zhang [5], also see [3]). Let G be a bridgeless cubic

graph and ω : E(G) → {1, 2} be an eulerian weight. If G contains no subdivision of

the Petersen graph, then (G,ω) has a faithful circuit cover.

Let x and y be two vertices of a graph G. A family P of circuits of G is called

a circuit chain joining x and y if P = {C1, · · · , Ck} such that:

(i) x ∈ V (C1) and y ∈ V (Ck);

(ii) V (Ci) ∩ V (Cj) 6= ∅ if and only if |i− j| = 1.

The length of a circuit chain P is defined as the number of circuits in P.

Lemma 5.2.4 (Lemma 3.4.1 in [56], also see [20]). Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph

and ω : E(G) → {1, 2} be an eulerian weight of G and let e = xy and ω(e) = 2.
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Assume that:

(1) (G,ω) has no faithful cover,

(2) (G− e, w) has a faithful cover.

Then the maximum circuit chain P joining x and y over all faithful covers of

(G− e, w) satisfies |P| ≥ 3.

The following results give some forbidden configurations to minimum counterex-

amples of SCDCC.

Theorem 5.2.5. Let (G,C) the a minimum counterexample to SCDCC. Then the

girth of G is at least five.

Proof. Let C4 = v1v2v3v4v1. If C = C4, then C has an extension in G by Theorem

4.1.8. So G− (E(C)− E(D)) is smaller than G, and hence has a circuit double

cover C containing D. So (C − {D}) ∪ {C, D4C} is a circuit double cover of G

containing C, a contradiction.

So suppose that C4 6= C. Then C4 has an edge with weight 2. Without loss of

generality, assume ω(v1v4) = 2.

Since G is a minimum counterexample, G− {v1v4} is smaller and hence has

a strong circuit double cover containing C. Let P be a maximum circuit chain

over all strong circuit double covers, and let C be a circuit double cover containing

C such that P ⊂ C . Since the size of C4 is four, |P| ≤ 3. By Lemma 5.2.4,

|P| = 3. Let P = {C1, C2, C3}. Then the path v1v2v3v4 is path in some component

of C1∆C2∆C3. Let C ′ be the component containing the path v1v2v3v4. Let

C ′ := (C − {C1, C2, C3}) ∪ {(C1 ∪ C3)∆C4, C2∆C4}.
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Then C ′ is a circuit double cover of G containing C.

Figure 5.1. Forbidden configurations of 5-circuits in minimum counterexamples to

SCDCC (Double edges with weight 2 and single edges with weight 1.)

Lemma 5.2.6. Let (G,C) the a minimum counterexample to SCDCC. If G has

a circuit C5 6= C of size five, then C contains all vertices of C5 and there are no

configurations as shown in Figure 5.1.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that G has an circuit C5 of size five such that C5 6= C

and V (C5 − C) 6= ∅. Without loss of generality, assume C5 = v1v2v3v4v5v1 and

v1 ∈ V (C5 −C). So ω(v1v2) = ω(v1v5) = 2. Since G is a minimum counterexample,

G− v1v5 is smaller and hence has a circuit double cover containing C. Let C be a

such circuit double cover with a maximum circuit chain joining v1 and v5.

If V (C5) ∩ V (C) = ∅, i.e., ω(e) = 2 for every e ∈ C5, the proof is the same as

the proof of minimum counterexample to CDCC without a circuit of size five (see

[20]). We omit the proof here.
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Figure 5.2. Circuit chains joining v1 and v5 of C5.

So assume C5 has at least one edge v4v5 ∈ E(C). If C5 ∩ C is an edge, or two

disjoint edges, any circuit chain joining v1 and v5 has length at most two (red circuit

and blue circuit), which has been illustrated in Figure 5.2 (the upper-left graph and

the bottom-right graph). (Note that the pattern of the circuit chain joining v1 and

v5 is unique.) It is a contradiction to Lemma 5.2.4.

So assume C5 ∩ C is a path of length of 2 or 3. Then a circuit chain P ⊂ C

joining v1 and v5 has length at most 3. By Lemma 5.2.4, |P| = 3. Since the

pattern of the circuit chain P on C5 is unique (see Figure 5.2: the red circuit Cr,

the green circuit Cg and the blue circuit Cb), Cr, Cg and Cb are different circuits

and Cr ∩Cb = ∅. So v1 and v5 belong to the same component of Cr∆Cg∆Cb. So let

C ′ := (C − {Cr, Cg, Cb}) ∪ {(Cr ∪ Cb)∆C5, Cg∆C5}.

Then C ′ is a circuit double cover of G containing C, a contradiction. This completes

the proof.
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Figure 5.3. Forbidden configurations of 6-circuits in minimum counterexamples to

SCDCC (Double edges with weight 2 and single edges with weight 1)

Lemma 5.2.7. Let (G,C) the a minimum counterexample to SCDCC. If G has a

circuit C6 6= C of size six, then there are no configurations as shown in Figure 5.3.

Proof. Let (G,C) be a minimum counterexample and C6 6= C be a circuit of size

six. Let the weights of edges of C6 defined as shown in Figure 5.3. Since C6 6= C,

let v1v6 ∈ E(G) − E(C) and hence ω(v1v6) = 2. So G− v1v6 is smaller and hence

has a circuit double cover containing C. Let C be a such circuit double cover with

a maximum circuit chain joining v1 and v6.

Figure 5.4. Circuit chains joining v1 and v6 of C6.

If C6 ∩ C is a path of length three (the left graph in Figure 5.3), let P ⊂ C

be a circuit chain joining v1 and v6. Then |P| ≤ 3 (the red circuit Cr, the green

circuit Cg and the blue circuit Cb form a circuit chain joining v1 and v6). By Lemma
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5.2.4, P = {Cr, Cg, Cb}. Note that v1 and v6 belong to the same component of

Cr∆Cg∆Cb. Let

C ′ := (C − {Cr, Cg, Cb}) ∪ {(Cr ∪ Cb)∆C6, Cg∆C6}.

Then C ′ is a circuit double cover of G containing C, a contradiction.

If C6∩C consists of two disjoint edges (the right graph in Figure 5.3), let P ⊂ C

be a circuit chain joining v1 and v6. Note that the pattern of a circuit chain on the

circuit C6 is unique as shown in Figure 5.4 (right). So |P| ≤ 2 (the red circuit and

the blue circuit), a contradiction to Lemma 5.2.4. This completes the proof.

5.3 Circuit extension and SCDCC

Let G be a cubic graph and C be a circuit of G. A component B of G − E(C) is

called a Tutte bridge of C. A vertice in B ∩ C is called an attachment of B on C.

A chord of C is a trivial Tutte bridge. The order of B is the number of vertices in

B − C. Let T (C, G) be the set of all trivial Tutte-bridges (i.e., chords of C) and

let N (C, G) := V (G)− V (C).

Lemma 5.3.1. Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph and C be a circuit of G. Assume

that D is an extension of C in G and let G′ := G− (E(C)− E(D)). Then

|T (D,G′)|+ |N (D,G′)| = |T (C, G)|+ |N (C, G)| − ε

where ε = εT + εN , and εT := |T (C, G) ∩ E(D)|, and εN is the number of vertices

v satisfying v ∈ V (D)− V (C) and N(v) ∩ (V (G′)− V (D)) 6= ∅ .
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Proof. Let D be an extension of C in G. For a trivial Tutte-bridge B, if B remains

as a chord of D, then Q ∈ T (D,G′). If B is not a chord of D, then it is contained by

D and hence contributes one to εT . So D contains precisely εT trivial Tutte-bridges

of C.

Now consider a non-trivial Tutte-bridge B. Let v be a vertex of B. Then

v ∈ N (C, G). If v /∈ V (D), then v ∈ N (D,G′). These kind vertices do not affect

the value |T (C, G)| + |N (C, G)|. So suppose v ∈ V (D). Then v has at least two

neighbors on D. Let u be the third neighbor of v. If u ∈ V (D), then uv is a chord

of D. Such v makes |N (C, G)| decrease by one, but makes |T (C, G)| increase by

one. Hence such v does not change the value |T (C, G)| + |N (C, G)|. So suppose

that u /∈ V (D), i.e., u ∈ V (G′) − V (D). Then uv is not a chord of D. So v makes

|T (C, G)| + |N (C, G)| decrease one. There are precisely εN vertices in this type.

So the lemma follows.

Lemma 5.3.2. Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph and C be a circuit of G. If G has

no a circuit double cover containing C, then

|T (C, G)|+ |N (C, G)| ≥ 7.

Proof. It is equivalent to prove the following statement.

A bridgeless cubic graph G has a circuit double cover containing of G if

|T (C, G)|+ |N (C, G)| ≤ 6. (∗)

Let (G,C) be a minimal counterexample to (∗). By Lemma 5.3.1, C is a stable

circuit in G.
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(1) Every Tutte-bridge B of C has order either 0 or at least two.

Suppose to the contrary, let B be a Tutte-bridge of C of order one. Assume that

w is the vertex of B which is not on C and let N(w) = {x, y, z}. For a vertex u

on the circuit C, let u+ be the preceding neighbor of u and u− be the succeeding

neighbor of u in counterclockwise direction. By Theorem 5.2.5, Lemma 5.2.6 and

Lemma 5.2.7, the neighbors of x on C are different from neighbors of y and z, so do

y and z.

Define an auxiliary graph A such that V (A) = {x−, x+, y−, y+, z−, z+}, and for

u, v ∈ V (A), uv ∈ E(A) if and only if there exists a Tutte-bridge B′ of C containing

both u and v. If there exists a Tutte-bridge B′ joining x+ and y+, then C has an

extension D = C−{xx+, yy+}+xwy+PB′ where PB′ is a path in B′ joining x+ and

y+, a contradiction. Hence, for any u, v ∈ {x, y, z}, u+ and v+ belong two different

components of A, so do u− and v−. It follows that A has at most three edges which

are joining vertices from {x+, y+, z+} to vertices from {x−, y−, z−}. Let γ(A) be the

number of isolated vertices of A. Then γ(A) = 6− 2|E(A)|.

For u, v ∈ {x, y, z}, if u+ and v− are contained by a bridge B′, by Theorem 5.2.5,

Lemma 5.2.6 and Lemma 5.2.7, the order of B′ is at least two. Hence

|T (C, G)|+ |N (C, G)| ≥ 2|E(A)|+ γ(A) + 1

= 2|E(A)|+ 6− 2|E(A)|+ 1

= 7.

It is a contradiction to |T (C, G)|+ |N (C, G)| ≤ 6.

(2) Every Tutte-bridge B of C has order either 0 or at least three.
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By (1), suppose that C has a Tutte-bridge B of order two and assume that

V (B − C) = {x, y}. Let N(x) ∪N(y)− {x, y} = {x1, x2, x3, x4}. As defined above,

for any v ∈ {x1, x2, x3, x4}, the preceding neighbor and succeeding neighbor of vi on

C is v+
i and v−i in counterclockwise direction. Now, construct an auxiliary graph A

again: V (A) = ∪4
i=1N(xi)∩V (C) and, for any u, v ∈ V (A), uv ∈ E(A) if and only if

there is a Tutte-bridge containing both u and v. If there is a Tutte-bridge B′ which

contains u+ and v+ where u, v ∈ {x1, x2, x3, x4}, then C−{u+u, v+v}+uxyv+Pu+v+

is an extension, a contradiction. It follows that each component of A is a K2

and hence |E(A)| ≤ 4. Let γ(A) be the number of isolated vertices of A. Then

γ(A) = 8− 2|E(A)|.

For u, v ∈ {x1, x2, x3, x4}, if u+ and v− are contained by a bridge B′, by Theorem

5.2.5, Lemmas 5.2.6 and 5.2.7, B′ is not trivial. Then by (1), the order of B′ is at

least two. Hence

|T (C, G)|+ |N (C, G)| ≥ 2|E(A)|+ γ(A) + 1

= 2|E(A)|+ 8− 2|E(A)|+ 1

= 9.

It contradicts |T (C, G)|+ |N (C, G)| ≤ 6.

By (1) and (2), every non-trivial Tutte-bridge of C has order at least three. By

Theorem 4.1.7, C has at least two odd Tutte-bridges and there attachments should

be separated by other Tutte-bridges. It follows that |T (C, G)|+ |N (C, G)| > 6, also

a contradiction. This completes the proof.
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5.4 Proof of Theorem 5.1.6

Lemma 5.4.1. Let G be a cubic graph with a circuit C with |T (C, G)|+|N (C, G)| ≤
8. If C has at most one non-trivial Tutte-bridge B, then G has a circuit double cover

containing C.

Proof. Let B be the only non-trivial Tutte-bridge of C. Let (G,C) be a counterex-

ample such that:

(1) |T (C, G)|+ |N (C, G)| is smallest;

(2) subject to (1), |V (G)| is smallest.

By Theorem 4.1.6, C has an extension D in G. Let G′ := G− (E(C)− E(D)).

If D does not pass B, then |T (D,G′)| < |T (C, G)| and |N (D,G′)| = |N (C, G′)|.
It follows that G′ has a circuit double cover C containing D. Then G has a circuit

double cover (C −{D})∪ {D4C, C}, a contradiction. So assume that D passes B.

If D has at least two nontrivial Tutte-bridges, then εN ≥ 2. Then |T (D,G′)|+
|N (D,G′)| ≤ 6. By Lemma 5.3.1, G′ has a circuit double cover containing D.

Hence G has a circuit double cover containing C, a contradiction.

So D has at most one non-trivial Tutte-bridge. Note that |V (G′)| < |V (G)|. So

G′ has a circuit double cover containing D, also a contradiction. This completes the

proof.

Now we are going to prove Theorem 5.1.6.

Proof of Theorem 5.1.6. Let B be a Tutte-bridge of C of order at most 4.
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Let G1 be a subgraph of G consisting of B and C together all chords of C. Let

G2 be a subgraph of G consisting of C and all other non-trivial Tutte-bridges. So

G = G1 ∪G2.

By Theorem 5.1.5, G1 has a circuit double cover C1 containing C.

Now, consider G2. Note that T (C, G2) = ∅. If |N (C, G2)| ≤ 6, then Lemma

5.3.2 implies that G2 has a circuit double cover C2 containing C. If |N (C, G2)| = 7,

then B does not exist (C has only one non-trivial Tutte-bridge). Lemma 5.4.1

implies that G2 has a circuit double cover C2 containing C.

So let C := (C1−{C})∪ (C2−{C}). It is easily check that C is a circuit double

cover of G. This completes the proof.

Remark. Let G be a cubic graph with a dominating circuit C. The strong circuit

double cover conjecture claims that G has a circuit double cover containing C. The

following is a weak conjecture.

Conjecture 5.4.2. Let G be a cubic graph with a chordless dominating circuit C.

Then G has a circuit double cover.
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